Our newest exhibition is right around the corner, and just in time for the holidays. Special foods and flavors became part of many traditions over the winter. Chocolate, nuts, herbs and spices take lead roles and define the taste, look, and scent of celebration. *Ingredients That Warm the Season* blends botany, history and more into an exhibit and event lineup we hope you'll enjoy.

**Ingredients that Warm the Season Opening Reception**

When: December 7, 5:30-8 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Celebrate the opening of the Lloyd Library and Museum's latest exhibition, *Ingredients That Warm the Season*, featuring botanical illustrations and recipes that tell the story of the traditions of food around the winter holidays. Refreshments. Open to the public.

**Holiday Note Cards Available**

Remember to pick up a set (or several) of Lloyd holiday note cards in our shop. These exclusive sets of ten cards feature vintage images of pine, juniper and other greenery taken from our collections. The cards are perfect for the season, and your purchase helps support the Lloyd.

**Holiday Open House**
When: December 15, 12-5 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library & Museum

Slip away from the hectic activities of the holidays with a stop at the Lloyd Library. Explore our latest exhibition, *Ingredients That Warm the Season*, and enjoy a cup of hot chocolate and cookies. Holiday cards and unique gifts will be available in the Lloyd Shop. Free and open to the public.

**Friends Membership as Holiday Gift**

As the year ends, consider a Friends of the Lloyd Library gift membership. Lloyd members receive early notice of high demand programs, and discounts on paid events and gift shop items. Friends have the satisfaction of knowing that their contributions help sustain and grow Lloyd collections, as well as support the Lloyd's dynamic exhibitions and programs. Click here to join or give a gift membership.

**The Lloyd Library will be closed from 11-2 on December 6**
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